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*This presentation should be read in conjunction with the December quarter 2014 activities report
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Key points
 Strong quarterly production performance: quarterly records for Group copper, gold
and silver production
 Consolidated December quarter 2014 production of 19,922t copper, 54,605oz gold
and 439,438oz silver
 Group copper, gold and silver production for 2014 exceeded guidance ranges
 Safety performance remains favourable when compared with the industry: lost time
injury frequency rate on a 12-month rolling average basis at 31 Dec 2014 was 0.15
per million man-hours; the total recordable injury frequency rate was 0.88 per
million man-hours
 Managing Director succession concluded
 Business efficiency review: organisational changes implemented
 2014 EBITDA of US$194.1M (unaudited); av. realised copper price US$3.05/lb

Data shown on a 100% equity basis.
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Phu Kham Operations
 Copper in concentrate production of 19,922t
at an average C1 costi of US$1.39/lb
copper with no deferred waste movement
 All-in sustaining costs reduced 20% q-on-q
to US$1.93/lb copper
 Record copper and gold in concentrate
production driven by: higher grades;
increased processing rate
 Higher metal production together with lower
transport costs more than offset lower
precious metal credit prices

i: Based on invoiced pricing for gold and silver.
Data shown on a 100% equity basis.
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Ban Houayxai Gold-Silver Operation
 Quarterly gold in doré production of 30,307oz
at an average C1 costi of US$838/oz gold
after silver credits; all-in sustaining costi of
US$959/oz
 C1 cost included a US$106/oz write-down of
low-grade stockpiles previously capitalised
 Scheduled higher average grades led to
increased q-on-q metal in doré production
including a quarterly record for silver
 Quarterly record for total material mined
 Mill processing rate equivalent to 4.9Mtpa;
record average throughput rate of 620tph
reflecting success of mine to mill
fragmentation initiative
i: Based on invoiced pricing for silver.
Data shown on a 100% equity basis.
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Frieda River Copper-Gold Project
 Work progressed on PanAust’s feasibility
study concept
 Three drill rigs in operation to provide
additional geotechnical and
hydrogeological data for the integrated
storage facility and local areas of the
open-pit
 Quantity and quality of the existing
geological data set means no further
resource drilling is required under the
current study
 Study work expected to be completed in
late 2015
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2015 Guidance
 2015 Group production of 73,000t to 76,000t copper in concentrate, and precious
metal in concentrate and doré of 175,000oz to 183,000oz gold and 1.3Moz to
1.4Moz of silver
 2015 guidancei by operation:
 Phu Kham: copper production is expected to rise to between 73,000t to
76,000t copper in concentrate at an average C1 cost of between US$1.45/lb
and US$1.50/lb after precious metal credits from 80,000oz to 83,000oz of
gold and 500,000oz to 550,000oz silver. The all-in sustaining cost is
expected to fall to between US$1.95/lb and US$2.00/lb copper.
 Ban Houayxai: gold production to remain steady at between 95,000oz and
100,000oz at an average C1 cost between US$650/oz and US$700/oz gold
after credits from 800,000oz to 850,000oz silver. The all-in sustaining cost is
expected to fall to between US$850/oz and US$900/oz gold.
i: Assumes average by-product prices of US$1,250/oz gold and US$16/oz silver.
Data shown on a 100% equity basis.
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Important notice
This presentation has been prepared by the management of PanAust Limited (the 'Company') for the benefit of
brokers, analysts and investors and not as specific advice to any particular party or person.
The information is based on publicly available information, internally developed data and other sources. No
independent verification of those sources has been undertaken and where any opinion is expressed in this
document it is based on the assumptions and limitations mentioned herein and is an expression of present opinion
only. No warranties or representations can be made as to the origin, validity, accuracy, completeness, currency or
reliability of the information. The Company disclaims and excludes all liability (to the extent permitted by law), for
losses, claims, damages, demands, costs and expenses of whatever nature arising in any way out of or in
connection with the information, its accuracy, completeness or by reason of reliance by any person on any of it.
Where the Company expresses or implies an expectation or belief as to the success of future exploration and the
economic viability of future projects, such expectation or belief is based on management’s current predictions,
assumptions and projections. However, such forecasts are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors which
could cause actual results to differ materially from future results expressed, projected or implied by such forecasts.
Such risks include, but are not limited to, exploration success, gold and copper price volatility, changes to the current
mineral resource estimates, changes to assumptions for capital and operating costs as well as political and
operational risks and governmental regulation outcomes. For more detail of risks and other factors, refer to the
Company's other Australian Securities Exchange announcements and filings. The Company does not have any
obligation to advise any person if it becomes aware of any inaccuracy in, or omission from, any forecast or to update
such forecast.

